PhD Researchers’ Forum – 2022 Edition

March 4th, 9.00–17.30 – CCA Auditorium
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84613675321?pwd=RmlhMSt4dlIVQVJzT2VMbFRTT2NrQT09

09.00-09.30: Giuseppe PERNAGALLO (Cycle 35 – ECOM – Antonelli)
Science in the Mist: A Model of Asymmetric Information for the Research Market

09.30-09.50: Roberto MONCADA (Cycle 36 – ECOM – Geuna)
Digital Adoption and Upskilling: A Regional Study of the Manufacturer Sector

09.50-10.10: Samuele IALENTI (Cycle 36 – ECOM – Antonelli)
Intergenerational Conflict, Population Growth and Political Power

10.10-10.50: Guido PIALLI (Cycle 34 – ECOM – Antonelli)
The Nano–Economics of Increasing Returns: The Rise of Services and College Residual Inequality

10.50-11.10: Enrico BERGAMINI (Cycle 36 – ECOM – Quatraro)
Greenfield FDI and Recombinant Novelty in European Regions

(Break)

11.30-12.10: Giacomo PLEVANI (Cycle 34 – ECON – Mastrobuoni)
Italian Mezzadria and Voting Behavior

12.10-12.40: Ilaria MALISAN (Cycle 35 – ECON – Mastrobuoni)
The Effect of Being a European Capital of Culture: Evidence from Matera

12.40-13.00: Matteo BROSO (Cycle 36 – ECON – Gallice)
Mixed Duopoly with Product Differentiation and Political Connections (OL)

(Lunch)

14.00-14.40: Caterina MURATORI (Cycle 34 – ECON – Di Tommaso)
The Impact of Conscientious Objection among Gynecologists On Self–Induced Abortions (OL)

https://www.phdpareto.carloalberto.org/
14.40-15.10: Giacomo ROSSO (Cycle 35 – ECON – Vannoni)
The Effect of Touristic Activities on Local Economy: Evidence from Turin

15.10-15.30: Margherita AGNOLETTO (Cycle 36 – ECON – Mendolia/Devicieni)
Satisfaction with Workplace Flexibility: Evidence from the UK

15.30-15.50: Elisa CASTAGNO (Cycle 36 – ECON – Rossi)
What Determines Income Misperception? Evidence from a Survey Across Europe

(Break)

16.10-16.50: Marcello MATRANGA (Cycle 34 – ECON – Rossi)
Earthquake and International Migration: Evidence from Nepal

16.50-17.20: Marina RIZZI (Cycle 35 – ECON – Devicieni)
The Evolution of Hate Speech in Unregulated Social Media

17.20-18.00: Luca FAVERO (Cycle 35 – ECON – Devicieni)
The Effect of an Honors Program on Graduates’ Careers: Evidence from Turin

March 8th, 14.00–18.00 – CCA Classroom 2
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85285771747?pwd=TnlTeFhBRmhsNJQyajBPampDNFJ2QT09

14.00-14.30: Alessandra TESTA (Cycle 35 – ECON – Bagliano/Gambetti)
Time–Varying Effects of Temperatures on the US Economy (OL)

May it be a little bit more of Market Concentration? On Productivity Growth and Competition

15.10-15.50: Angelo PETRALIA (Cycle 34 – TEFS – Ghirardato)
Bounded Rationality is Rare

(Break)

16.00-16.40: Giulia BRISELLI (Cycle 34 – ECON – Aparicio/Morales)
Gender Gap in Attitudes and Fertility (OL)

16.40-17.10: Alessandra MORESI (Cycle 35 – ECON – Mastrobuoni)
The Impact of the 2017 Women's March on Female Political Representation

17.10-17.30: Margherita TAMBUSSI (Cycle 36 – ECON – Sanfilippo)
The Effects of FDIs in Africa: A Micro–Level Analysis

https://www.phdpareto.carloalberto.org/